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Girls Just Wanna Have Fun! l by Chris Thornton  

Paint
Delta Creative Ceramcoat 
 Acrylic Paint
Crocus Yellow
Passion 
Gecko 
Sweet Pea
Tahiti
Dark Goldenrod
Blueberry
White
Black 
Pop Pink 
Maroon 
Delta Creative Ceramcoat Satin  
 Exterior/Interior Varnish

Brushes 
Loew-Cornell La-Corneille   
 Golden Taklon  
Series 7050 no. 1 script liner
Series 7300 no. 8, 12 shaders
Series 7350 1-inch wash

Misc.
Craft glue
Loew-Cornell: stylus, palette 
paper, water container, tracing 
paper, transfer paper.

Chris Thornton-Deason
PO Box 617

Douglass, KS 67039
E-mail: cricinda@eartlink.net

Instructions
Start with lime green box or color of choice.
Basecoat center White using 1-inch wash brush

Apply pattern.

Tennis Shoes
Basecoat with a mix of equal parts Tahiti Blue + 
White using a no. 12 shader. Base the soles with 
White + a touch of Black. Use Sweet Pea for ac-
cents. 

Flowers
Use a no. 6 shader to paint White flower petal 
strokes. Basecoat the centers with Crocus Yellow. 
Float shadows with Dark Goldenrod and highlights 
with White using a no. 6 shader. Using a no. 1 liner, 
do swirls coming out from the flower centers with 
Dark Goldenrod. 

Flowers on the box bottom: Stroke flowers in with 
Sweet Pea, float shadows with Passion and add 
highlights with White. Using a no. 1 liner, do swirls 
coming out from the flower centers with Dark 
Goldenrod. 

Finishing shoes
Float shadows first with Tahiti Blue and reinforce 
the deeper shadows with Blueberry using a no. 
12 shader. Float highlights with White + a touch 
of Tahiti Blue using the same brush. On lavender 
areas, float shadows with Passion and highlights 
with White. 

On the soles, float shadows by adding a touch 
more Black to base mix using a no. 6 shader. Then
float highlights with White using same brush.

Paint all stitching with White and laces with 
Passion using a no. 1 liner. Float shadows with 
Passion + a touch of Blueberry using a no. 6 shader. 

Beads
Dot beads using a stylus and top of lipstick with 
Pop Pink. Float shadows with Maroon using a no. 6 
shader. Float highlights with White plus a touch of 
Pop Pink using the same brush.

Cosmetics
Basecoat the center of the lipstick with Black + 
White (1:1). Paint the bottom with Black.
Float a line down both sides of the Black and 
through center with White using a no. 6 shader. 

Basecoat the bottom of the mascara with Gecko 
and top with Black using a no. 6 shader. Float 
through the center with White using a no. 6 
shader. Using a no. 1 liner, stripe the bottom with 
White and Gecko. 

Details
Using a 1-inch wash brush, paint the edge of the  
lid and sides with Gecko. Band with Crocus Yellow 
and Pop Pink using a no. 1 liner.

Paint a 3”x 3” piece of card stock with Sweet Pea 
+ a touch of Passion. Glue in place using a non-
toxic craft glue. Then print or paint the saying on 
another piece of card stock and line with Crocus 
Yellow using a no. 1 liner. Glue into place.

Finishing
Apply as many coats of Satin Varnish as desired.
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